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Abstract
The amyloid cascade model of the pathogenesis of Alzheimer disease (AD) is well supported in
observational studies. Its therapeutic corollary asserts that removal of amyloid-β peptide
(“amyloid”) would provide clinical benefits. After 2 decades of pursuing the strategy of amyloid
removal without success, clinical trials of the antiamyloid monoclonal antibody (AAMA)
donanemab and a phase 3 clinical trial of lecanemab have reported clinical benefits linked to
amyloid removal. Lecanemab (trade name, Leqembi) is the first with published phase 3 trial
results. When administered through IV every 2 weeks to patients with elevated brain amyloid
and mild cognitive impairment or mild dementia, lecanemab delayed cognitive and functional
worsening by approximately 5 months in an 18-month double-blind, placebo-controlled trial.
The trial was well conducted, and the results favoring lecanemab were internally consistent. The
demonstration that lecanemab treatment delayed clinical progression in persons with mild
symptoms due to AD is a major conceptual achievement, but a better appreciation of the
magnitude and durability of benefits for individual patients will require extended observations
from clinical practice settings. Amyloid-related imaging abnormalities (ARIA) that were largely
asymptomatic occurred in approximately 20%, slightly more than half of which were attrib-
utable to treatment and the rest to underlying AD-related amyloid angiopathy. Persons who
were homozygous for the APOE e4 allele had greater ARIA risks. Hemorrhagic complications
with longer-term lecanemab use need to be better understood. Administration of lecanemab
will place unprecedented pressures on dementia care personnel and infrastructure, both of
which need to grow exponentially to meet the challenge.
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Background
Alzheimer Disease and the Amyloid
Cascade Model
Alzheimer disease (AD), defined neuropathologically as a dis-
order of amyloid-containing plaques and tau-containing neu-
rofibrillary tangles,1 is the most common cause of later-life
cognitive impairment and dementia. The onset of cognitive
impairment is typically insidious and gradual, and it is preceded
by a long prodrome that may be asymptomatic or associated
with subjective cognitive complaints. Its early overt symptom-
atic manifestations typically involve impaired learning of new
information resulting in complaints of forgetfulness, repetition
of questions, and misplacing of personal items, but these initial
changes do not necessarily interfere with independent living. In
younger patients, executive, anomic, or visual impairments may
dominate the initial presentations. Eventually, the cognitive
deficits lead to loss of independence in daily activities, at which
point the diagnosis of dementia applies. While there have been
great advances in the development of fluid and imaging bio-
markers to establish the presence or absence of the core biology
of AD, all stakeholders must never forget that the diagnosis of

cognitive impairment depends on an unhurried face-to-face
assessment and clinical acumen of a skilled clinician.

After the discovery of disease-associated sequence variations in
the amyloid precursor protein (APP) gene,2 the amyloid cas-
cade hypothesis for AD was formulated by Hardy et al.3

(Figure 1). The model was grounded on the neuropathologic
observation of high burdens of aggregated amyloid-β peptide
(hereafter referred to as “amyloid”) in affected individuals. The
critical role for APP or amyloid was subsequently supported by
the discovery of disease-associated sequence variants in 2 other
genes (PSEN1 and PSEN2) that are also involved in the pro-
teolytic cleavage of APP and a mutation in the APP gene that is
protective against AD.4 Allelic variations in the APOE gene have
a major impact on the development of AD and supported the
amyloid cascade hypothesis because ApoE protein has many
actions that involve interactions with amyloid.5 With the de-
velopment of amyloid tracers for PET imaging and its applica-
tion in both cognitively unimpaired and impaired persons,
it has become clear that the burden of brain amyloid is a reli-
able predictor of the development of progressive cognitive de-
cline in AD.6 The downstream neurodegeneration including

Figure 1 Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis of Alzheimer Disease Pathogenesis and Its Related Therapeutic Conjectures

Themodel posits that elevations of aggregatedamyloid-β peptide occur asymptomatically and inducedownstreamconsequences including tauopathy andother
neurodegenerative changes, eventually culminating in cognitive impairment. Blue arrows indicate clinically covert pathologic changes, the purple arrow indicates
pathologic changes with early symptomatic consequences, and the red arrows indicate changes with overt clinical consequences. Green arrows indicate
therapeutic intervention and hypothesized alterations in downstream pathologic and clinical consequences. The orange arrow indicates the influence of other
cerebrovascular and non-Alzheimer neurodegenerative pathologic processes that modify the clinical expression of Alzheimer pathology.

Glossary
AAMA = antiamyloid monoclonal antibody; AD = Alzheimer disease; APP = amyloid precursor protein; APOE =
apolipoprotein E; ARIA = amyloid-related imaging abnormalities; CAA = cerebral amyloid angiopathy; CMB = cerebral
microbleeds; CDRsb = Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes; CTAD = Clinical Trials in Alzheimer disease; US FDA = US
Food and Drug Administration; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; TPA = tissue plasminogen activator.
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neurofibrillary tangle formation and neuron loss that is the
proximate driver of cognitive impairment is contingent on the
prior presence of elevated isocortical amyloid. Tau PET imaging
has clarified that there is a 10+ year lag between the widespread
cortical accumulation of amyloid and the subsequent accelera-
tion of pathologic tau accumulation inside and outside of the
medial temporal lobe.7 The spread of tauopathy involves
functional networks that anticipate the appearance of amnestic
and nonamnestic symptoms of AD dementia.8 By the time that
overt cognitive impairment appears, deceleration of amyloid
accumulation is occurring9 and substantial neurodegeneration
and expansion of tauopathy outside of the medial temporal lobe
is present. Persons who have elevated amyloid and substantial
tauopathy have a much higher probability of experiencing near-
term cognitive decline than those who have elevated amyloid
without substantial tauopathy.10 Therapeutic expectations for
antiamyloid agents are contingent on the evolving, stage-specific
influences of amyloidosis on downstream neurodegeneration.

The conceptualization of AD as a disorder of amyloidosis and
tauopathy is useful, but it creates an unrealistically simple view
when applied to therapeutics. The histopathologic heteroge-
neity of AD is considerable,1 and the molecular biology of
amyloidosis involves more complexity than can be addressed
with a narrowly targeted antibody.11 Furthermore, other non-
AD pathologies co-occur with AD,12 such as cerebrovascular
disease, α-synuclein, and TDP-43 pathology. In the setting of
multietiology disease, AD pathology may not necessarily be
the dominant or sole driver of cognitive decline.

Bottom line: Genetics, imaging, and neuropathology data in-
dicate a relationship between amyloid accumulation and the
cognitive disorder of AD, but evidence of therapeutic benefit of
amyloid removal in clinical trials is necessary to establish that
amyloid is causal in the AD pathway. Detection of a clinical
benefit is made challenging by the clinical and pathologic
heterogeneities of AD and by the frequent co-occurrence of AD
with other brain diseases.

Quest for Antiamyloid Treatments
The therapeutic conjecture of the amyloid cascade hypothesis
is this: amyloid-lowering therapies should interrupt neuro-
degeneration and cognitive decline to an appreciable degree
(Figure 1). For the past 20 years, amyloid reduction approaches
have been directed at the earliest stages of the disease, when the
model postulates the greatest therapeutic effect.

The first attempt at an antiamyloid treatment involved active
immunization with AN-1792.13 In a mouse model, a synthetic
amyloid peptide induced an immune reaction that successfully
cleared amyloid plaques. When the same approach was
attempted in humans, an unexpected serious complication
arose in the form of an immune-mediated meningoencephalitis
that led to early termination of the trial.14 Subsequent autopsy
studies in a few AN-1792 patients showed that while amyloid
was cleared from the brain, the neurodegenerative disease and
its clinical manifestation of dementia progressed nonetheless.15

A few years later in 2005, the first attempt at passive immuni-
zation was initiated with an antiamyloid monoclonal antibody
(AAMA), bapineuzumab. That agent ultimately failed to show
benefits.16 Since then, and up to 2021, there had never been a
successful trial of one of these antibodies (see several reviews of
these earlier agents for more details.17)

A drug-induced inflammatory lesion not as dramatic as the
meningoencephalitis seen with AN-1792 that was dubbed
amyloid-related imaging abnormality–edema (ARIA-e) has
been seen with all of the AAMAs to date (the topic of ARIA
will be discussed in detail further). The key point regarding
ARIA-e and its hemorrhagic mate ARIA-h, an increased
likelihood of cerebral microbleeds (CMB) or superficial
siderosis, is that these adverse events were not sufficiently
dangerous or threatening as to halt further efforts to refine the
antiamyloid antibody strategy. The occurrence of ARIA led to
overly cautious approaches to dosing of the AAMAs, however.

Other approaches to amyloid lowering have included small
molecule interventions and inhibition of 1 of the 2 enzymes
that cleave APP, namely beta secretase and gamma secretase.
The beta secretase inhibitor verubecestat dramatically reduced
brain amyloid production but lowered brain amyloid burden
only to a small degree,18 but all beta secretase inhibitor trials
were unsuccessful.18-23 Most of the beta secretase and gamma
secretase inhibitors caused cognitive decline that exceeded that
of the placebo group. These trials are reviewed elsewhere.17

In retrospect, a deficiency of the early AAMA trials and the
secretase inhibitor trials was that they did not sufficiently
lower brain amyloid. That changed in 2015 when a phase 1b
trial reported that aducanumab substantially lowered brain
amyloid levels24 and led to a pair of phase 3 trials of aduca-
numab in persons with MCI and mild dementia due to AD
that became the focus of an intense controversy. In the ret-
rospective analyses25 following the declaration of futility, 1 of
the 2 trials showed that high-dose aducanumab was superior
to placebo on clinical outcomes, while the other trial, which
had been conducted identically but had achieved slightly
lower groupwise reductions in amyloid levels, failed to do so
(Figure 2). In June 2021, the US FDA issued an accelerated
approval for aducanumab based on its ability to reduce brain
amyloid and acknowledged that the clinical benefits had not
been convincingly demonstrated.26 The uncertainty of clinical
benefits contributed to a verymuted acceptance of the drug by
providers, payors, caregivers, and patients.

In March 2021, a phase 2 trial was reported in which patients
with MCI or mild dementia due to AD received monthly IV
infusions of the AAMA donanemab.27 Donanemab attacks a
pyroglutamate posttranslationally modified form of amyloid28

(which is a very different target compared with aducanumab or
any of the other AAMAs). Donanemab proved to be very
efficient at clearing brain amyloid (Figure 2A) and did so
“completely” in two-thirds of patients (Figure 2B). “Complete”
removal meant that measured amyloid PET signal receded to
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levels reflecting background measurement variation. Dosing
was discontinued in patients who achieved complete amyloid
clearance. The phase 2 trial produced evidence of a modest but
clear-cut clinical benefit, a reduction in cognitive decline that
occurred over the course of the 18-month trial on the primary
outcome measure, a cognitive and functional composite. The
donanemab trial was the first unequivocal demonstration that
prompt extensive amyloid clearance could produce some
clinical benefits, thereby falsifying the assertion that “amyloid
lowering never causes clinical benefits.” In addition, in post hoc
analyses, donanemab seemed to slow brain tau accumulation
by PET imaging.29 The results of the phase 3 trial of donane-
mab were reported in summary form in a press release on May
3, 2023 (see below).

Another AAMA, gantenerumab, failed to demonstrate clinical
benefits in a pair of large phase 3 trials in MCI and mild dementia
due to AD reported at the Clinical Trials in Alzheimer Disease
(CTAD) conference on November 30, 2022.30 The degree of
amyloid lowering and the proportion showing complete amyloid
clearance with subcutaneous dosing regimen of gantenerumabwas
much lower than the sponsor had expected based on preliminary
work31 (Figure 2). Few persons treated with subcutaneous gan-
tenerumab achieved substantially complete clearance of amyloid
after 2 years of treatment. The gantenerumab results show that the
statement “any amyloid lowering in beneficial” is false.

Secondary prevention studies with AAMAs that lacked potent
amyloid-lowering properties have also been conducted in the
past several years. A trial of gantenerumab and solanezumab
failed to show benefits in a cohort of at-risk and very mildly
impaired persons with dominantly inherited AD.32 The
AAMA crenezumab failed in a secondary prevention trial in
persons with genetic AD in a community in Colombia.33 In
cognitively unimpaired older persons with elevated brain
amyloid,34 solanezumab did not reduce either cognitive de-
cline or the risk of progression to symptomatic disease.35 Nor
did solanezumab remove brain amyloid.

Bottom line: Before 2021, no AAMA or agents blocking the
production of amyloid had succeeded in producing convincing
clinical benefit. The demonstration of clinical benefits with
donanemab in 2021 in a phase 2 study showed that clearance of
plaque-associated amyloid produced a clinical signal.

Lecanemab Phase 3 Clinical Trial
and Beyond
Cognitive Outcomes and Amyloid Removal
Lecanemab is an AAMA raised against a pathological se-
quence variant within the amyloid sequence in APP that binds
to soluble amyloid protofibrils.36 A phase 2 trial of lecanemab

Figure 2 Two Views of the Amyloid-β Removal Results of 4 AAMAs

(A) Groupwise adjusted mean declines in amyloid
PET levels (y-axis) at different time points (x-axis) in
centiloid values and (B) Percent of participants who
achieved “complete” amyloid removal (y-axis) at
different time points (x-axis). “Complete” removal
levels were specified differently by each sponsor.
Data were obtained from publications or presen-
tations for aducanumab25 “Aduc” using 18F-flor-
betapir in ENGAGEand EMERGE trials, donanemab
using 18F-florbetapir,27 gantenerumab using 18F-
florbetapir30 “gant” GRADUATE I and II, and leca-
nemab using 18F-florbetaben, 18-F-florbetapir, or
18F-flutemetamol.36 Because each study used
slightly different PET imaging methodologies and
lecanemab allowed any of 3 tracers, centiloid scale
values are difficult to compare precisely across
different studies. Placebo group adjusted mean
values, which in all trials showed small increases
over time, are not shown. Percent of those exhib-
iting “complete removal” of amyloid in placebo
groups also not shown (see text for lecanemab
placebo group data). “d”—indicates a time point at
which PET scan was performed. (Note: Donane-
mab trial scan was performed at week 24 but
depicted here as week 26 for illustrative purposes).
Aducanumab published SUVR data were trans-
formed into centiloid values using the equation CL
= 100*(SUVR – 1.0124)/0.4339.25
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(first reported on July 25, 2018, under the drug name of
BAN2401) showed that the drug avidly lowered brain amy-
loid and clarified the optimal dosing but did not lead to a
definitive statement about clinical benefits because of the
limitations imposed by its dose-finding adaptive design and
restrictions on dosing in APOE e4 carriers.37 On November
29, 2022, the phase 3 trial results were published.36 The
lecanemab trial included persons with MCI and mild de-
mentia who had elevated brain amyloid. In a 1795-person,
randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel group design using a
single dose of lecanemab at 10 mg/kg administered through
IV every 2 weeks, the group receiving lecanemab showed
significantly less decline on the primary outcomemeasure, the
Clinical Dementia Rating sum of boxes (CDRsb). Lecanemab
treatment resulted in a 27% (0.45 rating points) reduction in
decline on the CDRsb, which translates to approximately 5
months of reduction in decline over 18 months compared
with the placebo group. The magnitude of the effect was
similar to what was seen in the lecanemab phase 2 trial.37 In
another analysis measuring survival without a decline in a
global CDR decline also favored lecanemab with 32% of
placebo group reaching that endpoint after 18 months com-
pared with 23% of lecanemab-treated patients (Figure 3). In
addition, all the secondary cognitive and functional outcome
measures significantly favored lecanemab treatment com-
pared with placebo. The fact that two-thirds of placebo-
treated patients had not declined 1 global CDR step illustrates
the challenges for interpreting the benefits of any intervention
in the slow-moving progression of mildly symptomatic cog-
nitive impairment due to AD.

Post hoc subgroup analyses that did not control for covariates
such as age and sex generally showed consistency of benefits
across MCI and mild dementia and APOE e4 noncarriers and
APOE e4 heterozygotes. There were some anomalies, how-
ever, in other subgroup analyses. For example, APOE e4 ho-
mozygotes showed a point estimate that favored placebo,
while Black participants, women, and patients younger than
65 years showed point estimates that favored lecanemab but

with CIs that included zero. The subanalysis for Black par-
ticipants was clearly underpowered, although the trial suc-
ceeded in recruiting 44 Black participants, far more and had
been recruited for trials of aducanumab. Further detailed
analyses by the sponsor are needed to interpret the subgroup
analyses in a meaningful way. Similar to any post hoc analyses,
the subgroup findings must be viewed as exploratory and of
uncertain reliability for predicting future outcomes.

In the phase 3 donanemab trial, the drug reduced decline on
the CDRsb by 36%, and all the secondary outcomes were
reported as positive (Lilly press release 5-3-23). More detailed
information is not currently available.

Trials are currently underway with both lecanemab38 and
donanemab examining asymptomatic persons in the AD path-
way. Those trials will not report their results for several years.

Amyloid Removal and Other Biomarkers in
AAMA Trials
In lecanemab’s PET scan substudy involving 698 patients, brain
amyloid reduction was substantial36 (Figure 2). After 12months,
54% of patients had experienced “complete” removal of amyloid;
after 18 months, 68% of lecanemab-treated patients exhibited
“complete” amyloid removal.39 Dosing was continued in patients
achieving complete clearance. Almost all the plasma and CSF
biomarkers in the phase 3 lecanemab trial showed differences in a
direction of improvement compared with untreated patients.
The rate of accumulation of tau in the temporal lobe by PET
imaging was also slowed in treated patients.39 Lecanemab was
not associated with loss of hippocampal volume, but ventricular
enlargement and reductions in cortical thickness occurred in the
treated group,39 findings of uncertain significance.40

The donanemab phase 2 trial,29 the donanemab phase 3 trial
(Lilly press release, 5-3-23), and the lecanemab phase 3 trial36

imaging results (Figure 2) support a conjecture41 that clinical
success of the AAMAs is contingent on the thoroughness of
amyloid removal as expressed by the percentage of treated

Figure 3 Cumulative Survival Analysis for Time to Decline 1 Global CDR Point, From Phase 3 Lecanemab Trial36

Time in months is on the x-axis, and proportion of
participants worsening by 1 global CDR point is on
the y-axis for placebo group (black line) and leca-
nemab-treated group (green line). The numbers of
at-risk participants are given for each group at each
time point, below the x-axis. A decline of 1 global
CDR represents either a change from 0.5 to
global CDR 1 or higher or from a global CDR 1 to a
global CDR of 2 or higher. Because changes in dis-
ease severity across global CDRs are not equal and
because the data in the figure include a mix of per-
sons who started at global CDR of 0.5 (comprising
approximately 81% of participants in each treat-
ment group) and somewho started at global CDR of
1 (comprising 19% of participants in each treatment
group), the difference in curves might be more ap-
plicable to persons starting with a global CDR of 0.5.
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patients who experience complete amyloid removal by PET
imaging. Lesser degrees of amyloid removal, as was seen with
aducanumab in the ENGAGE trial25 and gantenerumab,30 were
not associated with clinical benefit. Because donanemab and
lecanemab have different molecular targets—a pyroglutamate
modification vs soluble amyloid protofibrils—claims about
benefits for one agent vs another based on uniqueness of ther-
apeutic mechanisms may be premature. No individual-level data
on clinical outcomes in relation to amyloid removal are available
from any of the 4 AAMAs.

AAMAs are intended for patients with elevated brain amyloid,
a status that requires biomarker proof. Amyloid PET imaging
plays a pivotal role in the selection of patients for AAMA
therapies because it offers a quantitative and topographic view
of brain amyloid. However, the inaccessibility of amyloid PET
means that CSF assays will be a more common way to detect
elevated brain amyloid in routine practice.

Bottom line: The phase 3 results of lecanemab in MCI and
mild dementia showed a convincing, albeit modest, benefit at
18 months on the primary outcome measure and all sec-
ondary outcomes including cognitive, functional, and bio-
marker measures. Lecanemab rapidly and thoroughly reduced
brain amyloid levels in more than two-thirds of treated pa-
tients. Donanemab, in its phase 3 trial, produced similar but
numerically slightly larger clinical benefits and extensively
removed brain amyloid.

Amyloid-Related Imaging Abnormalities of
Lecanemab and the AAMAs
ARIA is extensively discussed in a recent review.42 The rate of
ARIA-e or ARIA-h with lecanemab was 21%, compared with
9.5% seen in the placebo group.36 There were 13 deaths
during the double-blind phase of the study, and these were
evenly distributed between treated and placebo groups. In
the open-label extension phase of the lecanemab trial, 2 deaths
have occurred, both having a relationship to the concomitant
use of anticoagulants. A third death was reported in a
lecanemab-treated patient who received tissue plasminogen
activator (TPA) for an acute stroke.43 Timely reporting of
serious adverse events and deaths in the ongoing open-label
extension study of lecanemab will be needed.

In the donanemab phase 3 trial, ARIA-e occurred in 24% and
ARIA-h in 31.4% of donanemab treated patients, roughly twice
the rate seen with lecanemab (Lilly press release, 5-3-23).

The ARIA complications of lecanemab and donanemab are
manageable with diligent and close follow-up of patients who are
started on an AAMA. Serious consequences of ARIA, especially
macrohemorrhages, are rare.36,43,44 CMBs and the underlying
pathologic entity of cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) occur in
persons with elevated brain amyloid.45 One way to minimize
AAMA-induced ARIA risks is to avoid treating persons with
existing CAA who have >4 CMBs because the presence of some
CMBs increases the likelihood that more will occur.45

Persons who must be on anticoagulant therapy should not
receive an AAMA because of the increased risk of macro-
hemorrhage. In the lecanemab phase 3 trial and its open-label
extension, the rate of macrohemorrhage was 3.6% (5/140) in
lecanemab-treated persons on anticoagulants vs 0.3% (5/1471)
in lecanemab-treated persons not on anticoagulants.46 In ad-
dition, because of known complications of TPA therapy for
acute stroke, patients considering the use of an AAMA should
be warned that they may not be able to receive TPA for acute
stroke once they initiate AAMA therapy.

ARIA-e detection requires frequent monitoring with MRI over
the first year of treatment and prompt suspension of treatment
if ARIA-e appears. After the first 6 to 12 months, the risk of
new ARIA-e diminishes,44,47 and surveillance for ARIA-e can
eventually be relaxed, though monitoring for incident ARIA-
h should continue at a frequency not yet established. The key
challenge in managing ARIA-e is its timely recognition. This
is not a trivial matter because the radiographic appearance is
subtle. It may be difficult for those radiologists without ex-
perience to detect it.

Knowledge of APOE genotype was highly relevant to the risk
of ARIA because carriage of 1 e4 allele approximately doubles
the risk of ARIA from lecanemab36 and donanemab.27 Risks
are nearly 4 times higher for APOE e4 homozygotes com-
pared with noncarriers.

Bottom line: ARIA-e and ARIA-h are risks of AAMA treatment
that require frequent monitoring. If conservative exclusion criteria
are followed and ongoing monitoring is diligently conducted,
ARIA poses a small risk of serious permanent complications.

Expected Impact of Lecanemab on
Clinical Practice
Regulatory and Coverage Matters
The US FDA issued an accelerated approval for lecanemab on
January 6, 2023, and indicated that a decision on regular
approval would be issued by July 6, 2023. On June 9, 2023 an
Advisory Committee to the FDA votes 6-0 in favor of a regular
approval of lecanemab. Consistent with the CMS decision
Memo of April 7, 2022, CMS reiterated in a memo of Feb-
ruary 22, 2023,48 that Medicare would cover lecanemab under
the auspices of a Coverage with Evidence Development
(CED) framework, even if the US FDA granted regular ap-
proval to lecanemab. The required infrastructure to conduct a
single arm trial of lecanemab that met CMS’ requirements
under a CED does not currently exist. Thus, access to lecanemab
by Medicare patients may be restricted until such a framework
can be organized. It is unclear how private insurers will approach
coverage of lecanemab. The cost of lecanemab was set by the
sponsor at $26,500 per year.

The US FDA declined to issue an accelerated approval of
donanemab, citing insufficient numbers of patients treated for
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longer than a year in the phase 2 study,49 but more favorable
decisions are likely in the future, given the phase 3 trial results.

Limitations on Who Has Access to AAMAs
The indication for treatment with an AAMA is likely to be MCI
and mild dementia due to AD. The numbers of individuals with
those diagnoses in the 50–90 years age range in the United
States is large.50 Clinical trials for patients with very mild cog-
nitive complaints (subjective cognitive impairment) and those
with more advanced disease are either underway or are likely to
be developed. Until evidence of benefit emerges from those
milder or more advanced groups of patients, therapy with
lecanemab should be restricted to the severity range of the
patients who were studied in the lecanemab phase 3 trial.

The presence of medical and neurologic comorbidities may
make AAMA therapy unattractive to many patients. The
consequences of active medical disease, active psychiatric
disease, and alternative neurocognitive diagnoses may over-
whelm potential benefits from an AAMA. Severe visual or
auditory impairments may obscure any beneficial effects of
AAMA treatment. Potential AAMA recipients will need to be
able and willing to undergomultipleMR scans. In 1 analysis of
Medicare data, application of the inclusion and exclusion
criteria for the aducanumab trials25 eliminated 85% of persons
with MCI and 92% with a dementia diagnosis from potential
treatment.51

The state of dementia care in the United States and elsewhere is
inadequate to handle the potential volume of patients whomight
seek an approved labor-intensive, parenterally administered
AAMA therapy.52 There are insufficient numbers of behavioral
neurologists, general neurologists with experience in dementia
care, and geriatric psychiatry and geriatric colleagues with similar
expertise. There are inadequate numbers of neuropsychologists
with expertise in dementia diagnosis to assist the physicians in
making accurate estimations of the severity of cognitive impair-
ment. In addition, there is a gap in the neuroradiologic expertise
for diagnosing ARIA. Access to dementia diagnostic facilities is
limited in both urban and rural areas of theUnited States because
of the scarcity of those with the necessary training.53 It may be
challenging to provide intravenous AAMA therapy in geo-
graphically remote regions of the United States. In urban areas
and elsewhere, access to dementia diagnostic services have been
more difficult for Black individuals.54

Bottom line: The numbers of patients eligible for lecanemab
will be limited by disease severity criteria, the presence of
comorbidities, financial considerations, and logistical barriers.

Clinical Meaningfulness and Understanding
the Benefit vs Risk Calculation
With the observation that not 1 but 2 AAMAs have produced
statistically significant results in well-done phase 3 trials
moves the focus of attention to the magnitude of the clinical
benefit and its clinical meaningfulness for patients.

Neither lecanemab nor donanemab produced clinical improve-
ment or sustained clinical stability. Yet, those are unrealistic to
expect.55 The challenge for patients, families, and clinicians is
how much delay in worsening is meaningful to them.

The delay in decline between the lecanemab-treated and
donanemab-treated patients over 18 months may not be ap-
parent to patients and family members. While the magnitude of
the effect of both AAMAs exceeds the 95% CI of random vari-
ation,56many treated patients will inevitably exhibit some decline
in cognition or function (Figure 3). We know from experience
with cholinesterase inhibitors that neither patients, family
members, nor treating physicians can recognize a quantitative
slowing of clinical worsening of this magnitude. Instead, all
parties entering the therapeutic partnership for lecanemab
therapy will have to accept that the groupwise clinical trial results
alone are the basis for expectations for an individual patient.

In the setting of the slow deterioration in cognition that occurs
with MCI and mild dementia due to AD, 18 months is too
short a time interval to achieve or appreciate maximal benefits.
The open-label long-term extension observations from the
lecanemab and donanemab trials will be critical to un-
derstanding the benefits as they appear at 3 or 4 years after
initiation of therapy. The outcomes from a small group of
patients who had participated in the open-label extension of the
lecanemab phase 2 trial57 provide a view of the benefits of
therapy beyond 18 months. After a gap in treatment during
which brain amyloid levels rose only minimally but plasma
markers sensitive to brain amyloid rebounded, the rate of de-
cline in cognitive functioning in the lecanemab-treated group
did not continue to decelerate but neither did it catch up to the
group that had been on placebo during the double-blind por-
tion of the trial. While these observations are consistent with a
disease-modifying effect of lecanemab, they do not indicate
further expansion of treatment benefits over time. These results
must be viewed with caution because of the small numbers of
patients involved and the attrition of nearly two-thirds of those
completing the double-blind phase. It will take some time for
long-term extension data from a much larger group of patients
from the phase 3 lecanemab trial to become available. In the
meantime, it is unknown whether the delay in worsening by
lecanemab treatment will grow larger over time compared with
the expected decline of the placebo group, whether the ap-
proximate 5-month treatment difference will remain the same,
or whether the benefit will shrink. Along with magnitude of
benefit, the durability of the drug effect is the real measure of
clinical meaningfulness.

The benefits of lecanemab and donanemab must be weighed
against the risks of ARIA, the need for genetic testing and
counseling because of the APOE genotype-specific risks for
ARIA, the inconvenience of every 2-week (for lecanemab) or
every 4-week (for donanemab) IV infusions, the need for
several MRI scans over the first year of therapy, the need for
some type of monitoring of brain amyloid levels, and, of
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course, the out-of-pocket costs of the entire package of tests
and activities for individual families.

Bottom line: The clinical meaningfulness of the benefits of
lecanemab and donanemab as seen after 18 months of treat-
ment is encouraging but subject to different impressions of
meaningfulness. Neither appears to delay disease progression
nor bring about sustained stabilization nor improvement.
Some stakeholders may view the current evidence of benefit
as sufficiently strong to justify treatment; others may disagree.
The subsequent trajectory of those treated with AAMAs

beyond 18 months will be critical to establishing whether
AAMAs can bend the downward trajectory of AD in a clini-
cally valuable way.

What This Means to the Practice of Neurology,
Geriatrics, and Geriatric Psychiatry
The consequences of the introduction of lecanemab therapy
into the clinic for dementia care specialists may be substantial.
For neurologists with specialty interests outside of dementia
care, a patient seeking potential treatment with an AAMA
might be best referred to a behavioral neurology subspecialist.
On the contrary, for adult neurologists, geriatricians, or psy-
chiatrists who wish to become involved in dementia care, a
brief refresher course for proper patient selection and AAMA-
specific management principles may be necessary but would
also have to be accompanied by investing in additional prac-
tice infrastructure. Creating the care team and facilities to
deliver lecanemab treatment safely and efficiently is necessary
and will probably require buy-in and support from the health
system(s) within which the clinician practices. The combi-
nation of a potentially large number of patients, the extensive
hands-on work needed for administering the AAMAs, and the
potential ARIA events means that several clinicians may need
to share the responsibilities.

Appropriate use recommendations have been formulated for
lecanemab58 (where a reader can obtain more details). From a
logistical and safety perspective, the issues with both lecanemab
and donanemab are virtually the same. The logistical challenges
of selecting the right patients for one of the AAMAs involve
several steps and the input of dementia care physicians in
consultation with several other specialists (Figure 4). A clinical
diagnosis of MCI or mild dementia due to AD will require an
initial visit with the clinician and would benefit from an in-
depth evaluation by a neuropsychologist skilled in aging and
dementia. An MRI scan for basic diagnosis and for evidence of
both arteriosclerotic cerebrovascular disease and CAA is es-
sential. A CT scan is not an acceptable substitute because of the
need to detect CMBs before, and ARIA during, treatment.

Figure 4 FlowDiagram for Someof the Activities Involved in
the Initial Screening of Patients for Suitability to
Receive an Approved AAMA and Activities Needed
to Initiate Treatment With an AAMA

Clinical expertise beyond dementia care neurology includes neuropsychol-
ogists, neuroradiologists, genetics counselors, and primary care physicians.

Table Key Points in Putting AAMA Therapy in Perspective

• Observational neuropathologic, biofluid, and imaging data support a necessary role for elevated brain amyloid in the pathogenesis of AD

• The demonstration of clinical benefits linked to fast and substantial clearance of amyloid in a phase 2 study of donanemabwas the first for an AAMA; results
were replicated in a phase 3 trial

• Lecanemab clinical trial yielded consistent evidence of benefit from primary and secondary clinical and biomarker outcomes

• Delay in decline over 18 mo was modest; a clearer picture of clinical meaningfulness will emerge from observational studies of benefits at 3 y and beyond

• Neurologic complications of treatment (ARIA) occur in approximately 20%; generally manageable but must be diligently sought out

•Getting the right persons—right diagnosis, elevated amyloid, favorable otherwise healthy survival prospects, no contraindications—on lecanemabwill be a
challenge

• Burden—financial, time commitment, travel—is high because of biweekly IV infusion requirement and need for 4 MRIs over the first year of therapy

• Lack of accessibility to clinicians with dementia expertise is a major barrier to the safe and appropriate use of AAMAs

• Inadequate accessibility of amyloid PET imaging or CSF amyloid assays is an impediment to the optimal management of lecanemab therapy
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Confirmation of elevated brain amyloid is required, preferably
by PET scanning, or if unavailable, with CSF studies of Aβ42
and tau peptide levels. For the purposes of predicting the risk of
ARIA, APOE genotyping (together with genetic counseling) is
necessary.

Once a patient is cleared to receive an AAMA, the logistics of IV
administration must be coordinated with an infusion center or
centers. Some of the key issues include insuring that orders are
transmitted in a timely manner and that the treating clinician is
available if infusion-related reactions occur. The clinician will
also need to arrange for follow-up MRI scans on a conservative
schedule (roughly every 3 months for the first year after initi-
ation of treatment) or in the case of incident ARIA.58 The
timing of infusions every 2 weeks needs to include a provision
to ensure that the MRI is read and reviewed before the next
infusion. For safety reasons, the many steps and interactions
here will require a dedicated staff person in ready communi-
cation with the treating clinician.

Impact on Clinical Research
Other approaches to treating AD, such as with anti-tau anti-
bodies or nonamyloid-directed, nontau-directed therapies
have not yielded success to date and therefore will not be part
of the dementia clinical care ecosystem in 2023. If anything,
the modest effect size seen with lecanemab highlights the need
to seek non-amyloid approaches to AD therapeutics and to
consider therapeutic efforts directed at non-AD etiologies.
Trials of novel agents need to move forward vigorously and
will have to account for the presence of lecanemab or dona-
nemab in the marketplace. Although neither may immedi-
ately gain the informal designation of standard of care,
penetration of AAMA treatments into the community will af-
fect recruitment and retention of persons into clinical trials of
novel agents.59 Design of clinical trials for the AAMA era will
also require new approaches, but those are issues beyond the
scope of this essay.

Bottom Line: Managing lecanemab or donanemab therapy
will be challenging and will require many modifications to
current approaches to dementia care and clinical research.
Accounting for, and treating, elevated brain amyloid in the
context of combination therapy trials may make it possible to
identify more clearly the benefits of nonamyloid approaches.

Is AAMA Therapy Right for
My Patient?
Clinicians, patients, and families should approach the decision
about AAMA therapy with a fresh mindset not influenced by
past disappointments and controversies. Based on the dem-
onstrated benefits of lecanemab,36 and the similar findings for
donanemab, the issue for treating clinicians, patients, family
members and other stakeholders will be whether the magni-
tude of delay of decline is considered potentially meaningful.
Careful attention to making a correct diagnosis of a mild

cognitive disorder deemed likely to be due to Alzheimer pa-
thology must come from leadership from dementia care
specialists. They must also provide leadership on diagnostic
matters that bear on safety. Stakeholders must weigh the
promise of the magnitude of the clinical benefit in their par-
ticular situation against the costs, burdens, risks and logistical
challenges of administering an AAMA (Table). There are
definite risks associated with AAMA therapy mainly relating
to brain macrohemorrhage that can be mitigated by excluding
persons at higher risk, including those who are APOE e4
homozygotes or those with existing CMBs. In presenting the
case for the use of the drug to patients, an unhurried, realistic,
and thoughtful consideration of therapeutic goals should be
conducted.
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